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1 - Remain True to our Core Values!

1 - We believe in verbal, plenary inspiration of the 

Holy Scripture, inerrant, infallible, and 

authoritative.  Loyalty to Christ and to the Word of 

God cannot be sacrificed or compromised at any 

time or for any reason. This has been our rationale 

for existence since our formation in 1969.

2 - We believe it is the duty of all true believers in 

the Lord Jesus Christ to give a clear testimony of 

their faith in Him in these darkening days of 

apostasy.



3 - We believe the times demand the existence of 

a world-wide mission organization for fellowship 

and cooperation consisting of fundamentalist 

mission agencies for the proclamation and 

defense of the Gospel.

4 - We believe that we can encourage one 

another, edify one another, be accountable to one 

another and together make a greater impact in 

declaring the Gospel of Christ to every kindred, 

tongue, tribe and nation.

1 - Remain True to our Core Values!



5 - The Fellowship of Missions does not engage in 

any cooperative efforts with liberals, cults, Roman 

Catholicism, charismatic’s, or with those who 

choose to do so.

1 - Remain True to our Core Values!



2 - Design interaction on 

contemporary missiological 

trends and issues through a 

conservative filter

• Simply explaining who we are and where we stand

• Proactive Biblical Creativity



3 - Suggest helpful resources 

on current theological and 

methodological books, 

publications and websites

• Needed: A Collaborative Resource Logistician



4 - Restful Annual Retreat times 

for fellowship and spiritual 

refreshment

• CEO Retreats



5 - Develop closer personal 

relationships and strive for 

cutting-edge topics in our 

annual meetings

• Needed: a proactive discerning Program Committee



6 - Participate in productive 

uses of current technology in 

Missions.

• Be Creative in the use of technology

– Neutral medium like money (can be used for good/ill)

• Beware of its Dangers and Liabilities

– Digital Footprints (The Story App)

– China’s Social Profile

• VTC vs. Travel Logistics / Expense

– Zoom



7 - Endeavor to be more 

resourceful in net-working

• Informal Regional Fellowships

– GFA invite to speak at a MAT Retreat for Missionaries

– BMW “Military 2 Missions” Initiative

– The Corona Fellowship with GFA and EMU CEOs



8 - Collectively encourage other 

like-minded Mission Agency 

leaders to partner with FOM.

• Every FOM Member - an informal FOM Recruiter

• Sister Organizations vs. Competitive Rivals

– Christ’s Cause is Greater than any one of us 

– The Enemy is not in the room

– My First attendance at a Mission’s Conference, AGC vs.



9 - Continue casting vision for 

world-wide evangelism and 

assist agency leaders in facing a 

task unfinished.

• What are the great Gospel Stories of last year?

– LGBTQ

– Fellow Chaplain Endorser Testimonies vs. the enemy

• Let’s encourage one another with these stories 

– With Christ’s help, it can be done / it will be done... 

– Proverbs 27:17; Colossians 3:16; Hebrew 10:24-25



10 - Remain a missionary 

organization designed for Identity, 

Information, Encouragement and 

Ministry Development.

Mission 

– Integrity

– Information

– Innovation 

– Integration

– Invigoration 







ENCOURAGEMENT

Encouragement is found in fellowship among like-minded 
mission leaders, challenging preaching and teaching, and the 
sharing of resource information, at an annual forum and other 
venues.

ACCOUNTABILITY

Accountability involves qualifying for membership in a forum of 
separatist mission agencies, reporting to one another on 
statistics and finances, and reaffirming our shared convictions.

MINISTRY DEVELOPMENT

Ministry Development seeks continuous improvement in 
personal and corporate effectiveness, spiritual vitality, and 
resources for remaining current on theological and 
methodological issues.

FOM’s Mission!



ACCOUNTABILITY (Current)

Accountability involves qualifying for membership in a 
forum of separatist mission agencies, reporting to one 

another on statistics and finances, and reaffirming our 
shared convictions.

Other Options:

1- Accountability involves qualifying for membership in a 

forum of mission agencies, reaffirming our shared 
convictions, and reporting on ministry outreach.

2. Accountability involves qualifying for membership in a 
forum of like-minded mission agencies, reaffirming our 

shared convictions, and report on ministry outreach.

Accountability Statement


